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I have used OmniTrader for 10 years. To get back into trading a now
safer market, I attended Nirvana’s two day seminar on the just
released OmniTrader 2010. The seminar presented
an incredibly

useful review to

demonstrate the powerful new and
truly

game-changing

features in OmniTrader 2010...

Accelerate
Your Path to
Success!

– Tom Watkins
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Disc 1

Get the Most Out of

EZ-VIEW

I. OmniTrader 2010’s NEW EZ-View
EZ-View provides OmniTrader users with more prospecting
power than ever before! Angela Duran, Nirvana Systems’
Director of Customer Service, will demonstrate how
EZ-View immediately brings the best trading candidates
to your attention by providing
instant confirmation. Whether in
Real Time or End-of-Day, this
potent new feature will allow you
to make more profitable trading
decisions in less time.
Angela Duran

II. Understanding Setups
in OmniTrader 2010
The magic behind EZ-View is the new
Setups feature in OmniTrader 2010.
Setups allow you to see favorable market
conditions in multiple timeframes with
a simple glance at the Focus List. Jeremy
Williams, Nirvana Systems’ Senior
Strategy Researcher, reveals the science

“

behind this unique feature, and he also shows you how you
can create your own personalized setups.

III. Advanced Trading Techniques
Jeff Drake, Nirvana Systems’ Director of Trading
Technology, unleashes the power of OmniTrader’s new
Line Studies in this information packed presentation.
After discussing the concept behind each one of these
studies, Jeff will show you how
to properly apply them to your
charts and how you can use
these tools to confirm your
signals. Just one of these tools
can take your trading to a whole
Jeff Drake
new level of profitability, and this
presentation will show you how.

“

Wow. I was blown away by this seminar. I am
W
TOTALLY fired up to engage the market with
the amazing OmniTrader 2010.
0.
– Ken Starr

Jeremy Williams

”

TThis seminar showed me many features that I was not aware
of in OmniTrader. Can’t wait to get home and try them!!
– Uday Saraiya

Disc 2

IV. Multiple Timeframe
Confirmation Patterns
Ed Downs, Nirvana Systems’ Founder
and CEO, has been teaching profitable
trading techniques with chart patterns
for decades.Through extensive research,
Ed has now found the most profitable
patterns to use for Multiple Timeframe
Confirmation. There are so many
Ed Downs, CEO and Founder
“nuggets” of wisdom around these
patterns, they deserve their own session
to be covered adequately. In this presentation,
Ed reviews these patterns and trading rules
to form a foundation.

“

”

The Power to Trade with Confidence with

MTC

V. Trading with MTC
OmniTrader 2010 releases the power of Multiple
Timeframe Confirmation. Building on the previous
session, Ed goes over how to use OmniTrader 2010
to find the candidates with the highest probability of
success, in a fraction of the time that would normally
be spent. MTC is the “missing
ingredient” that brings
considerable firepower to bear
on the market. Ed will show
you how to focus this power
to dramatically enhance your
trading, in both End-of-Day
and Real Time.

Another great presentation by the Nirvana Team! More than a seminar – it
A
was 20 years of wisdom compressed into one seminar!
r!
- Jerry Moore

BONUS:

Trading in the

MONEY ZONE

Get in the Money Zone!
The secrets of the Pros have
been revealed with Nirvana’s
new Money Zone Module for
OmniTrader 2010. You’ll be able
to see the underlying road map
to the market that has guided
Frank Ochoa
professionals for years! Institutional
traders use the volume at a given price
to signal great entries into an already established trend.
Without this knowledge, most retail traders end up
buying into the top of a trend, just in time for a reversal.
When the stock inevitably pulls back to the volume line,

the pros jump in and buy up all these novices’ shares at
a significant discount. Now, you will be able to see and
play the same levels that have been making professional
traders rich for years!
Frank Ochoa, Senior Market Analyst for Nirvana
Systems, goes beyond the nuts and bolts of the module
to show you how to directly apply the Money Zone to
your trading.

O
OmniTrader
2010, when turbocharged with the Money
Zone is the most powerful and profitable trading tool
that I have used during my 12 years of active trading.
g.

”
Accelerate Your Path to Success!
- Kent Hill

Complete Seminar Discs 1 & 2 .................................. $295
I. OmniTrader 2010’s NEW EZ-View
II. Understanding Setups in OmniTrader 2010
III. Advanced Trading Techniques
IV. Multiple Timeframe Confirmation Patterns
V. Trading with Multiple Timeframe Confirmation

BONUS! Trading in the Money Zone ........................... FREE

OmniTrader 2010
O
provides multiple
new features – the
seminar provides the
essential framework
to understand how to
apply these features.
s.
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– Jeff Chenoweth

Educational material is non-refundable.
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“

Literally every minute of the seminar was packed with valuable

trading knowledge.

The vastly enhanced OmniTrader 2010 upgrade when combined with the
just-developed Money Zone Module gives traders an almost

unfair advantage with the new tool
and indicators. OmniTrader 2010
truly represents a breakthrough
software improvement.
– Tom Watkins

Accelerate Your Path to Success!

